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People dig out along 72nd Street in New York City on Dec. 27,
2010, in the wake of a powerful East Coast blizzard that shut down
major airports and rail lines
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GOING GREEN

Holiday Blizzard: More Signs of Global Warming
By Bryan Walsh Tuesday, Dec. 28, 2010

It's become as much a winter tradition as eggnog at
Christmas and champagne on New Year's Eve — the
first major snowstorm of the year bringing out the
climate-change skeptics. And the bona fide blizzard
that has frozen much of the Northeast just a few days
after winter officially began definitely qualifies as
major. But while piles of snow blocking your
driveway hardly conjure images of a dangerously
warming world, it doesn't mean that climate change
is a myth. The World Meteorological Organization
recently reported that 2010 is almost certainly going
to be one of the three warmest years on record, while
2001 to 2010 is already the hottest decade in
recorded history. Indeed, according to some
scientists, all of these events may actually be
connected.

One theory is that a warmer Arctic may actually lead to colder and snowier
winters in the northern mid-latitudes. Even as countries like Britain —
suffering through the coldest December on record — deal with low
temperatures and unusual snow, the Arctic has kept on warming, with
Greenland and Arctic Canada experiencing the hottest year on record.
Temperatures in that region have been 5.4°F to 7.2°F (3°C to 4°C) above
normal in 2010. As a result, the Arctic sea-ice cover has continued to shrink;
this September, the minimum summer sea-ice extent was more than 770,000
sq. mi. (2 million sq km) below the long-term average, and the third-smallest
on record. Snow may be piling up in midtown Manhattan, but the Arctic is
continuing its long-term meltdown.

(See photos of the blizzard that slammed the Northeast.)

The loss of Arctic sea ice helps accelerate the warming of the atmosphere in the far north, thanks to what's known
as the albedo effect. White ice reflects sunlight into space, cooling the air, but when ice melts and is replaced with
dark ocean water, the effect is reversed and more of the sun's heat is absorbed. As the Arctic air warms, it raises the
altitude of discrete areas of high pressure, which can then alter wind patterns. This, in turn, can weaken the jet
stream, allowing more cold air to seep out of the Arctic and into Europe and the eastern U.S. As the authors of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's recent "Arctic Report Card" put it, "There is evidence that the
effect of higher air temperatures in the lower Arctic atmosphere in fall is contributing to changes in the atmospheric
circulation in both the Arctic and northern mid-latitudes. Winter 2009-2010 showed a new connectivity between
mid-latitude extreme cold and snowy weather events and changes in the wind patterns of the Arctic; the so-called
Warm Arctic–Cold Continents pattern."

(See the top 10 green stories of 2010.)
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READ MORE Michael McCarthy

Palm trees  could grow in the Antarctic  if climate
change continues unabated, new research  has
shown - just as they did 55 million years ago.

A study has found that similar trees  grew in the
region during the early Eocene epoch , when the
area had a near-tropical climate with frost-free
winters, even in the polar darkness. Global levels
of the principal greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide,
were nearly three times as high then as today.

It has long been known that the start of the
Eocene was a 'thermal maximum', one of the

hottest periods in Earthis history, and Antarctica would have been ice-free and much warmer than
at present. But the new findings, based on sediment cores taken from the Antarctic seabed have
enabled the first-ever detailed reconstruction of its environment and thus its climate.

This was previously impossible because any Eocene sediments remaining were destroyed by the
subsequent glaciation or covered with ice. But pollen grains were washed, blown or transported by
insects on to the shallow coastal shelf, where they were preserved in the mud for 50 million years.

- The Independent

Michael McCarthy |  Aug 3, 2012, 03.21 AM IST
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Three main themes

• Forcings vs feedbacks.

• What causes global warming? (a ‘forcing’)

• What amplifies (or diminishes) it?  (a ‘feedback’)

• How certain are we?

• Is it really happening?

• Could it just be natural variability?

• When will it happen and how big will it be?

• Now or next year or next century or next millennia?

• How big will it be and how sure are we? 



IS IT REAL?

JUST THE FACTS, MA’AM



What we know

• Temperature has gone up, and will continue to 
go up.

• It is not an artifact of urban measurement.

• It is almost certainly not natural variability. 

• We’ll see the evidence! 

• It is caused by increased greenhouse gases, 
mainly carbon dioxide.

• That carbon dioxide is of anthropogenic origin 
(from fossil fuels)

None of the above is controversial!



Global Warming  – what is the fuss about? 
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Global average temperatures: not the whole story, but it is the basis 
for concern.



But there has been a largely unpredicted lack of 
warming in the last decade!

Possible 
Explanations:

• Natural 
variability?

•Bad models and a 
hyped science?

We don’t really 
know!
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Warming in context:  the 
millennial temperature record
or ‘hockey stick’



Temperature over the past 10,000 years.

Marcott et al 2013
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Temperature record using both satellites and thermometers
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IS THE WARMING AN ARTIFACT OF URBAN 
GROWTH?



Patterns of temperature increase

globalwarmingart.com

Amplification over land and at high 
latitudes



WHAT CAUSES IT?

STILL STICKING WITH THE FACTS





Carbon dioxide and the Keeling curve
(one of the most famous curves in science) 
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To note: 

1) The increase in CO2 levels. 
2) The ‘breathing’ of the planet. 

Burning of fossil fuels

and the respiration of 
flora

C02 increase over 50 years

CO2 levels last week exceeded 400 ppm!



Carbon emissions from fossil fuels

Robert Rohde, Globalwarmingart.com and  Marland, G., T.A. Boden, and R. J. Andres (2003). 
"Global, Regional, and National CO2 Emissions" in Trends: A Compendium of Data on Global 
Change. Oak Ridge, Tenn., U.S.A.: Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, U.S. Department of Energy. 



CO2 over the Last Half Million Years

globalwarmingart
From air trapped in bubbles in ice in Antarctica.



Forcings and Feedbacks

• Isn’t water vapor the biggest greenhouse gas? 

• Yes! (by a good margin!) 

• So carbon dioxide isn’t really that important?

• No!



R. MacKay,  WSU

Water vapor feedback

Take away all 
the CO2 in the 
atmosphere - 
Earth freezes 

over!



Another feedback: ice-albedo

R. MacKay,  WSU



Cloud feedbacks – there is no nice loop!  

Complicated — and therefore uncertain (in both magnitude and sign). 
One of the biggest uncertainties in climate projections. 



WITH ALL THESE COMPLICATED LOOPS,
MAYBE CLIMATE JUST VARIES 

NATURALLY?



Natural Climate Variability

• The atmosphere is forgetful.

• The year-to-year memory of the climate system mostly resides 
in the ocean and land. 

• The ocean can vary naturally on timescales of years, decades, 
centuries, millennia.

• But if the oceans were to cause global warming, they would 
do it by giving up heat to the atmosphere.



The warming of the ocean. 
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The ocean is warming 
because of anthropogenic 
radiative effects. 

The ocean is not causing 
the warming.
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HOW MUCH WILL CLIMATE WARM?
HOW CERTAIN ARE WE?

We have to move beyond the facts.



globalwarmingart.com

Different models have different sensitivities....



provided the great ice sheets don’t 
melt!
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The observed 
temperature increase

The ‘forcing’: 
the cause of 
the temperature 
increase (and its 
uncertainty!)
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We estimate global warming for a doubling of CO2 at between
1.3 and 2.3o C  with a most probable value of 1.6o C  (3oF)
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Weather and Warming

• Virtually certain

• Warming is greater at high latitudes, and over land (so likely 
less snowpack in USA).

• Sea-level rise is completely unavoidable. Could be very large 
(20 ft or more) if ice-sheets melt (but that is uncertain!)

• Less certain.

• The wet gets wetter and the dry gets dryer – decent rule of 
thumb. But dynamical effects could overwhelm that.

• So more droughts and more floods, more extremes of weather.

• Effects on hurricanes: controversial. If anything, stronger but 
no more frequent.

Effects that follows directly as a consequence of temperature 
increase are robust. 

Indirect effects (e.g., wind patterns) are fraught with 
uncertainty (but may be larger!).



HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE?

AND WILL IT COOL DOWN AGAIN WHEN 
WE RUN OUT OF FOSSIL FUELS?



Temperature increase is 
initially very quick (a 
decade) then a very slow 
(centuries or more) to 
the final equilibrium.

Temperature response to sudden increase of CO2
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How long will the warming last for?
Possibly thousands of years!

Cumulative CO2 Emissions CO2 Level in Atmosphere

Global temperature
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 1800     2000      2200    2400    2600
                     years A.D.

Zhang and Vallis (2013, in prep)
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How much warming will there ultimately be?

HOW MUCH FOSSIL FUEL IS THERE TO BURN?



tececo.com
WEC = World Energy Council, 
IPCC = Intergovernmental panel on Climate Change

An estimate of fossil fuel reserves



Fossil fuel budget   (BP Statistical Review of World Energy,
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
in round numbers)

• Total known reserves (conservative estimates)

• Coal:  860 Gtons.  Oil:  230 Gtons.  Natural Gas: 200 Gtons

• Total: 1300 Gtons of fuel.

• Approx 1000 Gtons carbon in the ground.

• N.B.  We emitted about 200 Gtons in last 50 years

• Approx 500 ppm CO2 addition, total of 800 ppm. 

• Plus unknown reserves, 

• Possibly a quadrupling of CO2 levels.

• Temperature to increase by 3oC (plus or minus 1.5oC, or more).



Who’s to blame? 

tececo.com



• Should each country be ‘allowed’ 
to emit about the same amount of 
CO2 per person?



• Should each country be ‘allowed’ 
to emit about the same amount of 
CO2 per person?

• Suppose instead that one country decides to 
reduce its total fossil fuel emissions by, 
over time, reducing its population.

• Should it then not be allowed to emit 
more CO2 per person than other countries 
that have no population policy?



• Burning of all our oil and coal reserves could increase CO2 
 levels by 4 or more.

• Produces a warming of 3oC (6oF), or more. (Uncertain!)

• Temperature does not fall after we have stopped emitting CO2. 

• It will take centuries to revert to normal once emissions cease.

• Ice sheets could then melt, with catastrophic sea-level rise

The Bad News

The Good News

• Doubling of CO2 likely gives us less than 2oC (3.5oF) average 
  surface warming. 

•  Once CO2 emissions halt, temperature no longer increases, 
  because CO2 levels slowly fall. 



A Personal Opinion

• In the short term (years to a few decades) global 
warming will be a smaller problem than is sometimes 
opined. 

• In the long term (centuries and beyond) global 
warming will be a larger problem than is sometimes 
imagined. 

• Melting of the Greenland ice sheets is a distinct 
possibility, with sea-level rise of more than 6 m (20 
ft).  



A temperature – carbon dioxide scenario
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The Fast Mixed Layer and the Slow Deep Ocean
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